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This four-volume laboratory manual contains
comprehensive state-of-the-art protocols
essential for research in the life sciences.
This third edition contains 70% new
material with 165 new articles covering
classical as well as rapidly emerging
technologies. Techniques are presented in a
friendly step-by-step fashion, providing
useful tips and potential pitfalls. The
important steps and results are beautifully
illustrated for further ease of use. This
collection enables researchers at all stages
of their careers to embark on basic
biological problems using a variety of
technologies and model systems.
Key Features:
• Indispensable bench companion for 
every life science laboratory 
• Presents easy-to-use protocols in a 
step-by-step, reader-friendly format
• Provides the latest information on 
the plethora of technologies needed 
to tackle complex biological problems 
• Includes numerous illustrations, some 
in full color, supporting steps and results
• Written by leading researchers 
worldwide who have first-hand 
expertise in the techniques
August 2005, Hardback,
Four-Volume Set, c. 2500 pp.,
ISBN: 0121647307
$229.95 / £135.00 / €195.00
Praise for previous editions:
“The terms ‘bible’ and ‘encyclopedic collection’ are often used of
scientific works aspiring to present to the scientific community all the
branches of a discipline. Often these terms are misleading! Here they
are paradigmatic…could not be more accurate and user-friendly…the
book is not only helpful for writing papers, but invaluable for bench
work…a masterpiece among scientific publications.”
—EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY
“This compendium is a welcome addition to the cell biology laboratory,
assembling a wide array of techniques of value to cell biologists.”
—CHOICE
“…a superb handbook which should be essential for any biological or
biochemical department.”
—CELL BIOCHEMISTRY AND FUNCTION
“Cell Biology: A Laboratory Handbook cover[s] recipes for all
possible techniques applicable to cell biological problems, and a few
more. Now, all our experiments are bound to be a success…”
—TRENDS IN CELL BIOLOGY
Cell Biology: A Laboratory Handbook,Third Edition
Four-Volume Set
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